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TOM CLANCY'S POWERPLAYS When an anonymous e-mail alerts UpLink Technology's

operatives to suspicious activity on an exclusive island resort, Pete Nimec goes undercover to

investigate. Located off the coast of Trinidad, Rayos del Sol is not just a playground for the world's

richest and most powerful people - it's also the headquarters for a joint fiber optic and oil refinery

project run by UpLink and Sedco Oil. What Nimec discovers is a plot to drain oil from the United

State's strategic petroleum reserve and sell it to outlaw nations. And when the island's highly trained

security force is sent to take Nimec out - heaven on earth erupts into hell --This text refers to an out

of print or unavailable edition of this title.
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This book blows away that other piece of junk that carried the POWER PLAYS name. This was a

well thought out book. I enjoyed it a lot. What might happen with Roger Gordians daughter and Tom

Ricci, maybe nothing but maybe something. It just might be there to show he's coming around, I

hope so I like the character. The only bad thing about this book, no Rollie Tibadeau (sp), but you

know who I mean. This is definately a improvement.

Although I have read only a few of the "Clancy" knock-offs, I have to say this is the worst. I cannot

believe Tom Clancy allowed his name to be associated with this book. It was plain boring.



I liked that they made this a historical novel, starting with the ancestors back in the pirate days. This

did, however, jump around a lot and I had a hard time at times trying to connect the dots. I liked the

part about Tom Ricci, but couldn't see the tie-in to the main plot. Also, the end finished a bit too

quickly. At first I thought this was written by Tom Clancy, but looks like the concept was his and

written by somebody else. I guess that was why I was initially let-down, thought I was reading a Tom

Clancy book.

Unfortunately, a badly written story. Not one that I would recommend. I read everything that comes

out from Tom Clancy, and I am generally happy - from satisfied to delighted. This time, not, even

though the plot was quite interesting.

I enjoyed the book but kept jumping around I had a hard time staying interested. The end came so

fast I thought I'd skipped around. It was different.

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZikvWB48LCQPlease people with the money, if you buy a new

book, include a used one in your shopping cart. That will help  enormously in their storage, and it

can help you too. At some places the price canâ€™t lower to lesser a penny. Take a used book for a

0.01$ anywhere.It has many usage including, â€œCash4Books.netâ€•Recycle it or Burn it for

survival heat. Use two books as spacers to raise your monitor because itâ€™s always better to view

at eye leveled to the center of your screen. Even better, send it to donation, any library would take it,

or the third world too.Do not fear a book because it has no teeth!!When you open your used book,

wear gloves if you have to, then youâ€™ll realize, â€œThis book ainâ€™t that bad after all.â€•Good

read and peace!!- Ricky

This is just another of the low quality books put out under the "Tom Clancy" name.The book is

written by Jerome Preisler and is by far one of the worst books I've read in some time.The plot is

very poorly defined, and is so poorly followed that 1/2 the time you are left trying to figure out how a

chapter fit into the rest of the book.Character development was minimal at best, and completely

missing at worst.There were two main plot lines that had virtually nothing to do with each other, and

trying to follow them simply made the book unreadable.My advice is that you don't waste your time

on this sell out of a "Tom Clancy" novel.
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